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Nganglong: Walking on the Moon

N ganglong Kangri lies in the north-west of the Tibetan Plateau at
8l 0 00'E 32°49'N, too far from the routes of the classic explorers to

feature in the literature, yet standing out on the map as a compact group,
the highest peak for a hundred miles in any direction. Too far, I thought,
and probably too expensive - someone else would get there first.

Time passed, and a few pieces started to fit together. The mountain is
only 45km north of Tibet's northern highway, which crosses the country
from Nagchu in the west to Ali in the east. It was plain from the Lonely
Planet that plenty of backpackers and Kailash tours passed that way, despite
the appalling roads. The area might be remote, but getting there was no
mystery - the book said four or five hard days from the Nepalese border.

The mountain was a complete unknown - no visitors, so no photographs
and no descriptions. Nonetheless, if it were there, the satellites would have
seen it and the Soviet military have mapped it. Identify the appropriate
image or sheet, pay your money and make what you can of what is revealed.
Declassified Intelligence Satellite Photography (DISP) images, taken in the
sixties and seventies as part of the Corona programme, have a particular
beauty. The black-and-white photos were taken on fIlm, not video, reflecting
the subtle play of light on rocks and water. They showed a mountain range
holding around 35 glaciers, with over 40 peaks above 6000m. The 24 x l6km
area was split by a deep valley into a smaller southern group and the main
northern group. The main group ran east to west, falling very steeply on
the northern side into a series of narrow valleys, but sloping gradually to
the south and south-east in a number of high snowfIelds and broad glaciers.
The Chinese give the highest peak as 6596m. The Soviet map showed a
peak, Aling Kangri 6542m, in about the same location (NK5 on the attached
map) but also a number of other unnamed peaks of over 6600m.

The Ngo Sang valley, which leads into the south-eastern face of the massif,
seemed to be the key to our attempt. Relatively gentle slopes appeared to
provide access to a number of the highest peaks. This aspect of the mountain
was also closest to civilisation, though we would have to find some way of
crossing the 36 kilometres of country between the nearest minor road and
a suitable base for the mountain.

Our team consisted of Derek Buckle, Martin Scott and myself, who had
climbed together on our successful trip to Beutse in 2003, and Toto
Gronlund, an Anglo-Australian Finn whose enthusiasm was a valuable
antidote to us grumpy old men. First stop was Kathmandu, which, as so
often these days, was in a state of turmoil. As we arrived on 29 August
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2004, the Maoist guerrillas had just called off a blockade of all the roads in
and out of Kathmandu. On the night before we set out for Tibet, terrorists
in Iraq murdered 12 Nepalese hostages, sparking spontaneous uproar in
the streets. Advertising British citizenship became unwise. As we drove
towards the border, enraged crowds burnt down Muslim buildings and the
offices of Qatar Airways. (Guess whom we had flown in with?)

The Maoists had called off their blockade but for Mother Nature it was
still business as usual. Just before Barabise a landslide barred our way and
we waited an hour before a bulldozer cleared a way round a half-buried
lorry. In town the locals were commemorating their dead in Iraq - burning
tyres in the road indicated that we should also pay our respects, so we
retired to a nearby teahouse. At midday we set off again, swerving round
more burning tyres and enduring a series of military checkpoints. The
Nepalese border office at Kodari, by contrast, had retained its quaint charm
despite the pouring rain. The usual gaggle of young boys and women carried
our gear across the Friendship Bridge while their 12-year-old boss pointed
out all the sights on the 250m trek. Here we met Ming Ma, our agent,
Dawa, a friend from 2002, Lhakpa, our Land Cruiser driver, Pasang, our
guide, Kusang, our roly-poly cook and our gangling lorry driver. The lorry's
main purpose was to carry our fuel supplies. The fuel in the north, when it
could be obtained, was high quality spirit from Sinjiang - too pricey for
our needs, I was told. No wonder we were to have trouble with the stoves.

I had always been wary about the next part of the trip, despite it being
done by thousands every year. The border is at about 1700m and from here
the road rises continuously up the Matsang Tsangpo gorge to the 5120m
Tong La, a five to six hour journey with a height gain of 3400m. To avoid
mountain sickness, medical advice is to limit altitude gain to no more than
300m a day above a 2800m threshold. This route involves a permanent
gain of 1600m in just a few hours, and a temporary gain of 2300m at each
of three 5000m passes later in the day. We spent the night in Zhangmu, the
Tibetan town closest to the border, which is perched precariously on the
side of the gorge and, at 2300m, is too low for any acclimatisation. I had
planned a two-night acclimatisation stop at Nyalam (3750m), about three
hours' journey from Zhangmu. We arrived there in the morning of the
following day and Derek and Toto went for a walk in the direction of
Shishapangma, while Martin and I went for a short walk to confirm that
there is no more to Nyalam than meets the eye. We had lost a day by our
unplanned night in Zhangmu and were going to lose another because the
ferry at Saga was out of action, which necessitated a diversion. By late
afternoon, since everybody felt fine, the acclimatisation plan was ditched
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27. Nganglong Kangri, the highest mountain in Ngari Province, western Tibet.
. Of the two summits, the 'map height' of the highest is 6595m, though two

separate GPS readings of 671 Om were recorded. (Sketch map by John Town)
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and the next morning we set off over the Tong La and La Lung to Tingri.
From here we continued to Shekar and on to the dreadful road leading to
the 5220m Gyatso La, where one member of the party began to suffer badly.
In retrospect it was not a good idea to ask Lhakpa to lose altitude as fast as
possible, as his performance on the hairpins possibly did for a second team
member. Martin denied suffering from mountain sickness but remained
uncharacteristically silent for the next 36 hours.

Our desire to make progress was understandable - the road journey from
Kathmandu to Base Camp was just over l500km. From Lhatse we travelled
west for a day to the depressing hamlet of Raka. The rubbish dump was
spectacular even by Tibetan standards and, as it doubled as hotel toilet, we
all went to have a look. The next day we turned north on Route 22, the
remote and beautiful road which runs 408km from Raka to meet the
Northern Highway near Dong Tso. The county town of Tsochen offers the
only accommodation on this stretch - otherwise you must camp. Beyond
Raka we started to see groups of ga'felle and, after an hour, passed the hot
springs and geysers at Tagyel Chutse. The road then runs over a low pass
and along the eastern shore of the turquoise Tagyel Tso, beyond which
runs a series of snow-clad 6000m peaks. We stopped to drop off supplies of
brick tea for a nomad family camped at the lake edge. The road then begins
to climb and eventually reaches 5500m at the Song Ma La, a place of lonely
views and utter desolation. A Land Cruiser had broken down at the summit
and a Chinese lady was running about in panic, frightened of dying of
mountain sickness before she could get down. I had never been in a place
of such cruel beauty.

The road descended, then hopped from one valley to another until I lost
all track of where we were. We lunched at a truck stop whose name we
wrote down but then lost, and finally recognised the wide river valley which
leads to Tsochen. Dreams of cans of Sprite faded as Lhakpa drove straight
through, but after crossing yet another pass, we eventually made camp by
the shores of the shining Dawa Tso. Five days on the road were beginning
to take their toll. Toto deserved a medal for staying squeezed in the back
seat between men twice her length and weight. Despite the sun the windows
had to remain closed to keep out the dust. Day six took us along the eastern
flank of the 6800m Shahkangsham range with spectacular views of a line
of icy peaks, before we finally reached the Northern Highway - a grand
name for another set of ruts in the dust. Camp that night was at Oma,
following a long search for a site with drinking water.

The next day's travel was the last and as we passed through Tsaka and
onto the back road to Gegye, excitement mounted. We snaked over a low
pass near Chaktsaka and the sight of some snowy mountains prompted a
flurry of photography, despite their being in the wrong place. A few miles
further and a wide valley opened to the north-east. A salt lake filled the
middle distance and a line of snow peaks stretched across the horizon.
However much you study maps and satellite images, seeing is believing.
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The other mountains we had seen ran to the south of the valley. A well
used but unmarked road ran past distant workings and 'Keep Out' signs.
We had stumbled on a sizeable working gold mine but there was no time to
visit. Beyond the lake was a village - deserted apart from three beautifully
dressed ladies of great age. They had never seen anything like us before but
they struggled gamely to understand what we were up to and tried their
best to direct us on our way. Two miles down the road, at a village on the
map that didn't exist, we feebly scanned the horizon for a possible track to
the mountains. Lhakpa was made of sterner stuff. 'Did we want to cross
the (big) river?' Without waiting for an answer, he plunged the vehicle in
and roared across. 'Where now?' he gestured. I had had a satellite photo,
and a series of waypoints from the map, programmed into my GPS back in
the UK. I had also spotted a low pass on the photos, leading from a nearby
valley system into the Ngo Sang valley - who needed a track? We set off
across country and into the side valley. As the valley narrowed we found
tyre tracks. We followed them and then navigated by GPS towards the
pass. More tyre marks. A track gradually appeared and led us to the top of
the pass, the Naglung La. I know what Moses felt like looking down at the
promised land.

Unlike Moses we had a job to finish and it was getting late in the day.
We descended the pass, continued for a couple of miles up the valley and
then waited for hours for the lorry to catch up after a delay refuelling. The
going had been easy along a raised terrace above the river but then the
struggle started. It was vital that we should get far enough up the river to
make a useful base camp. The vehicles crossed and re-crossed the river,
lurching at crazy angles over moraine and boulders as the evening sun shone
straight in the drivers' eyes. There was a limit to how much of this
punishment the vehicles could take. From the satellite photos it appeared
that the valley narrowed to a final section of gorge that we didn't believe
was motorable, but Lhakpa was in no mood to give up until he had given it
a try. As he finally turned the Land Cruiser round, a shadowy creature
loped across the valley from right to left. The Tibetans were ecstatic - a
black wolf had crossed our path. 'What if it had gone the other way?' I
asked Dawa. 'Bad time' he smiled.

Base Camp was a dusty slope at SOOOm, with little protection from the
sun or the wind funnelling up the valley. The next morning the Tibetans
were further excited to fmd a herd of wild yak grazing the subsidiary valley
north of the camp and Dawa followed them with his telephoto lens. We set
off up the gorge and, after a couple of hours, reached the point where it
opened out to the north. Broad easy slopes stretched away to an amphi
theatre of peaks set back about lOkm. Nearest and most prominent was a
large double peak that offered an obvious route up a number of snow
terraces. The other peaks were more difficult to assess, the distance and
subsidiary ridges making it difficult to gauge their height or topography.



28. Nganglong Kangri from the south. (John Town)

29. Advance Base Camp. (John Town)



30. Panorama from Peak 6253 saddle: L to R Upper Ngo Sang glacier, NK2,
NK.6 subsidiary peak, NK.3, NK.6, NK.5 and 'Block Peak' c6400m. (John Town)

31. Nganglong Kangri I from Peak 6153. (John Town)
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When we compared notes back at Base Camp it was difficult to reconcile
what we had seen with the map or satellite photos. The preliminary view
was that the big peak must be the 'Aling Kangri' of the Russian and Chinese
maps (NK5) but that meant the map would have to be wrong, since the
peak was clearly not on the watershed. Our problems did not end there.
We had also hoped to fmd villagers or animals to ferry loads, but the area
was deserted. Apart from a couple of sheep-herding families below the
Naglung La, there was nobody within 30km. We were saved by our three,
brave Tibetan partners who volunteered to carry for us. Over the next two
days they made two overloaded carries up the gorge.

The next day, 9 September, we retraced our steps up the gorge and
established ABC on a broad glacial plain at 5400m, about 6 km south of
Nganglong Kangri I, or Kang Ngolok as the big peak was known by the
sheep herders. By now we had been on the go for nine consecutive days
and Martin and I took a rest day. Derek and Toto, who were still full of
beans, headed up to reconnoitre the route onto Kang Ngolok and to cache
gear for the next camp. I was becoming increasingly concerned that we
could not relate our mountain to what we could see on the map or satellite
photos and, since the team was going well and the route seemed well within
our capabilities, I decided that this was a problem we needed to solve. There
was a 5900m col just to the north of nearby Peak 6125 that would give a
grandstand view of the area in question. On the 11 th I descended to Base
Camp with the aim of reaching it.

Meanwhile, Derek, Martin and Toto set off upwards, establishing a site
for Camp 1 on a rocky promontory at 5775m. Their route then climbed
over the lateral moraine and made an easy rising traverse of the south-east
glacier to Camp 2 at 6200m, which they occupied on 13 September.

On the 12th, loaded with cameras and a bivouac bag, I had set off from
Base Camp, north and then north-west into the steep valley leading behind
Peak 6125. After bivouacking at 5400m I continued upwards to the 5900m
col and on to Peak 6125. This viewpoint provided great views of Kang
Ngolok and also allowed me to reconcile what we had seen on the ground
with the map and satellite photos. Kang Ngolok (NKl) was not the 'Aling
Kangri' of the Russian and Chinese maps, but an unnamed peak south of
the watershed with a map height of between 6640m and 6680m. I was also
able to see all the other big peaks on the watershed except NK4 (6582m)
and these appeared lower than our peak, which accorded with the map.

While I descended, Derek, Martin and Toto were at Camp 2 preparing
for their summit bid. The next day, 14 September, they aborted a pre-dawn
start because of cold and stove problems, but eventually departed just before
lOam. Their route lay over a snow dome and up the SE face towards a
rightward slanting snow ramp at 6600m. This proved unattractive on closer
acquaintance and they took a more direct route up the steep face to its left,
which led easily to the summit ridge and on to the summit. Readings from
two GPS units both gave the height as 6710m. On the 15th the party
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descended to the lateral moraine, where Martin continued the descent to
ABC while Derek and Toto climbed the striking but easy south-east ridge
of the 6595m east summit.

Curiosity, and a concern at not having been able to see the hidden NK4,
led me to a further solo trip. On 15 September I set off west from Base
Camp to try and cross into the Southern valley, which splits the northern
and southern parts of the range. If I could get into a suitable position on the
far side of the valley, I would be able to see NK4 and the Southern glacier,
the biggest in the range. A long day took me up across gravel uplands towards
the divide and a bivouac at 5500m. The ground showed no evidence that
man had ever been this way before - only the occasional tracks of solitary
wild yak or kyang. Vegetation was almost completely absent. My footprints
would stay here unaltered for many years and I was therefore, in a sense,
walking on sacred ground. Perhaps the astronauts had felt like this, walking
on the moon.

I reached the divide the next day, photographed the 6000m peaks of the
southern part of the range, and descended into the remote Southern valley.
Time ran out before I could climb far enough up the other side to see NK4
and it was 9pm before I got back to the bivouac bag. I regained Base Camp the
next day and, after a day's rest, we set out on the return journey to Kathmandu,
which we accomplished this time in five days, via the ferry at Saga.

Most climbers pursue their sport blessedly free from ethical conflict.
Mountain explorers rarely go where no man has gone before, until they set
foot above the snowline - hunters and nomads were there long before. We
suppose that we pose no risk if we 'Take only pictures, Leave only footsteps'.
Nganglong was different -leaving footsteps, taking photos, writing accounts
which may encourage others' explorations, adding these peaks to the notches
on one's ice axe - all of this was to fundamentally alter the place. What is
known cannot be unknown, but I realise now there is a cost to all our
explorations, our naming of parts, our ceaseless need to know and to
document.

Summary: In August-September 2004 John Town with Derek Buckle, Toto
Gr6nlund and Martin Scott travelled from Kathmandu 150000 by road to
Rutok County (Ngari Province) in far west Tibet, where there are some 35
glaciers (two over 6km in length) and more than 40 peaks over 6000m.
They were successful in making the first ascent of both summits of the
highest mountain, Nganglong Kangri, by routes graded PD and F. Although
the 'map height' of the highest is 6596m, they recorded two separate GPS
readings of 671 Om.
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